In this paper we describe a mal-time gesture recognition algorithm based on contour signature images. generated by collecting a set of contour signatures over time. 'Each contour 
Introduction
Gesture recognition can be of great importance in various applications such as man-macbine interaction and surveillance systems where suspect behaviors need to be detected automatically. Surveillance cameras are already installed in many public or private locations so there is a huge potential of application. This explains the great deal of effort that has been dedicated recently to the challenging scientific problem of gesture recognition.
Hidden Markov Models and related techniques have been applied to the problem of gesture recognition [7] . In ' The authors gratefully acknowledge the ruppon of the project FOSU34409/SRU1999 -Smart Surveillance Systems. funded by the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology. 1051-4651/02 $17.00 Q 2002 IEEE these methods, the features in gestures are detected from gesture image sequences, but the dimension of this feature space is very large. Others propose the use of some parameter-based methods where the main features in gestures are reduced, for instance, into a trajectory on a twodimensional eigenspace [51. However the pose of the body need to be recovered. A good review of vision-based gesture recognition methods is provided in [SI.
Our interest in gesture recognition relates with some work being done in the domain of lrumun -uwure environments. We are interested in the development of human inhabited spaces that are aware of the presence of humans and that can help them in some aspects of their lives. This is especially useful for elderly people who live alone and can have some difficulties when dealing with complex humancomputer interfaces. There is the need to detect and monitor their activities in order to automatically adjust the environment in the best suitable and comfonable way. In some previous work [6] we concluded that. typically, gestures are somehow conditioned by the context in which they are produced. For instance the gesture of opening a closet only makes sense in the near vicinity of a closet. This implies that at each point of interest only a limited number of gestures need to be interpreted and that the image acquisition device should be placed in a location that would maximize the perception of those gestures. We are also assuming that this gestures can be perfectly described by the silhouette of their author projected on the image device.
In this paper we describe a real-time gesture recognition algorithm based on contour signature images, generated by collecting a set of contour signatures over time. Each contour signature is generated in each frame by computing the polar coordinates of each point of the contour in relation to the center of mass of that contour. The gesture recognition is reduced to the problem of finding the correspondent contour signature image from a set of previously learned image contour signatures. This is achieved using a KarhunenLoeve (KL) transform [ I I that reduces the set of trained images to a low-dimensional eigenspace, making recognition easier.
Since no shape or 3D model is required the proposed method can easily be adapted to recognize several other types of gestures not necessarily performed by humans.
Contour Signature Images Computation
In order to compute the contour signature images the following three steps must he followed
Segmentation
The computation of the contour signature images depends on a g o d segmentation process that allows the fully recovery of the silhouette of the subject performing the gestures.
The segmentation process is very important to this method because the recognition rate will depend on the quality of the contour. We will not discuss here the complex problem of segmentation. We will simply assume that the segmentation is performed with the necessary quality in order to identify the contour of the observed subject.
In each frame a segmentation process based on a hackground subtraction method able to cope with shadows and suitable for a real-time application [Z] is performed in order to obtain the contour of the human body (Figure 1 ).
Contour Signature
With the contour perfectly identified we can construct the signature as follows: for each point in the contour we compute its polar coordinates in reference to the center of mass of that contour.
We will have this coordinates expressed as two discrete functions: p(i) = pi and O(i) = 0,. i = 1..N, with N , the total number of points in the contour. The p coordinate is normalized in order to guarantee that p(i) E [O: 11.
Since, overtime, the number of points of the contour N , will he different, the length of this signature needs to be normalized to a constant length N . This is achieved by subsampling both discreet functions p(i) and O ( i ) to two new functions p~( j ) andON(j). with j = 1.A"
Contour Signature Images
In each frame the correspondent contour signature is grouped with all the previous computed signatures generating an image that is related to the gesture being performed (Figure 2) . The dimension of this image depends on the temporal duration of the gestures. Let us assume that this dimension is M. Then the resulting contour signature images will he of size M x N .
At each frame f , two contour signature images CSIpf and CSIOf can he defined as:
In practice in each new frame we only have to scroll this two images down and add the newly computed contour signatures to the first row of the images. This procedure will not take much computational resources. See Figure 3 for an example of contour signature images related to three different gestures. In this case M=75
meaning that the gestures can take up to three seconds. The length of the contour signatures is N=75.
We use the Karhunen-Love (KL) transform to compress the large training image set into a lowdimensional eigenspace that captures the gross characteristics of objects. 
(b) pointing (c) salute
For each one of the gestures several image sequences will be recorded. For each sequence we will generate a pair ofcontour signature images (CSIp, and CSIO,). The number of sequences of images needed will have influence in the recognition rate. More examples of the same gesture will mean more success at the recognition stage but will increase the complexity of the KL transform
In fact we will have two kinds of image signature files (one forpandanotherfore). Wecouldonlyuseoneofthem during the recognition stage. However that would not guarantee us the uniqueness of the representation of one particular gesture. In fact we will use both signatures. That will mean that two eigenspaces will be created, one for each of the image signatures types. The process to achieve that will be the same for both of them and will be described next. The average of all learned contour signature images in the set is subtracted from each image. This ensures that the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue represents the most imponant dimension of the eigenspace.
Computing the eigenvectors of such a large matrix can he vely computer expensive. Since the number of images is much smaller than the number of pixels in each number a more efficient algorithm developed by Murakami and Ku- Although all the eigenvectors are needed to represent the images exactly, only a small number k of eigenvectors is generally sufficient for capturing the primary appearance characteristics of the image set. These k eigenvectors will correspond to the largest k eigenvalues and will constitute the desired eigenspace.
Each learning image corresponding to a certain gesture is projected to the eigenspace by first subtracting the average image from it and finding the dot product of the result with each of the eigenvectors that define the eigenspace.
By projecting all learning images of the same gesture in this manner, we obtain a set of discreet points in the eigenspace. Since each of this images are strongly correlated, their projections in eigenspace are near each other. The distance between two points in eigenspace is a measure of correlation between the corresponding images [4] .
Gesture Recognition
At each frame the correspondent contour signature image will be created as described in section 2, then subtracted by the average image computed on the training and then projected on the eigenspace. This process is computationally simple since it will only require a dot product of the image with each of the k orthogonal eigenvectors that define the eigenspace.
Assuming that the eigenspace coordinates for the contour signature image for the unknown gesture are 
95.6
where z l c z z2,: ...:zk. and R are obtained by fitting the points correspondent to each leaning set of each gesture.
If the smallest of this computed distances is bellow a certain pre-determined threshold value then we assume that the test gesture is of the same type of the one that corresponds to the surface.
The some result should be obtained for p and 0 eigenspaces in order to assume that the gesture has been successful recognized.
Results and Conclusions
The entire gesture recognition system N n S in real-time (25 framedsec) on a Pentium I11 8OOMhz processor based computer with a captured image resolution of 192x144. We have done some preliminary tests using a set of 5 different gestures. Each gesture was learned using IO different training image sequences of 75 frames each (3s) performed by two different subjects. The dimension of the eigenspace used on the experiments was 5 (k = 5). Figure 4 shows the 5 most imponant eigenvectors corresponding to the five largest eigenvalues computed from the training image set.
Some preliminary tests were made in order to assess the rate of recognition of the proposed method. For each gesture a total of SO tests from 5 different subjects were made. The results obtained are shown in Table 1 . It is clearly shown that the proposed method is able to recognize the set of tests.
A more elaborate set of tests is currently undergoing. The idea is to recognize a greater set of gestures (ahout 30) some of them very similar. Our intention is to assess the recognition rates of the proposed method in situations where the differences between gestures are small. A Hierarchical recognition scheme is also being considered to reduce the crosstalk between similar gestures.
